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Learning Goals
• Describe why AMCs do research
• Describe kinds of research done in
AMCs and importance of information
science and technology to this
research
• Describe rationale for partnerships
among leaders of research and
information at AMCs
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Research
AMCs resemble patchwork quilts rather
than enterprises
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Each AMC is a different sort of Rube
Goldberg contraption with differing
specific mission, priorities (e.g. for
research), funding mechanisms, and
PEOPLE/culture that somehow
functions quite well

Research Mission of AMCs:
Move the field
• Basic research
– Deepen fundamental understanding of disease and health
– e.g. cell and molecular biology

• Translational research
– Interact between lab bench, patient bedside, and community streetside
– e.g. developing new chemicals as drugs

•

Clinical and population research
– Apply and implement in humans
– e.g. clinical trials, community efficacy studies

• Research as the secret sauce for the other AMC missions
– But how does the AMC assess its research and researchers?
• Funding?? Funding sources??
– Govt (NIH, NSF, DOD: high indirect costs rates), Pharma, Insurance companies, Hospitals)

• Papers??
• Impact??
• Lots of ideas and more and more tools out there

Research Enhances Medical Education
• The finest educators are invested in moving the field
– Leading independent research, and participating in small and
large research teams
– Last year’s lecture is outdated by this year’s new findings

• Tomorrow’s students and residents will practice medicine in
a rapidly changing medical environment
– Goal of a continuously learning, evidence-based health care
system
– Research experience valuable, e.g. to discriminate possibly
chance associations from causally-proven facts
– Importance of mechanistic understanding
– Practicing medicine is more cerebral and more evidence-based,
no longer much like riding a bike
– E.g. near future: Every physician must be facile with big data

Research Attracts Patients to AMCs
• Research differentiates AMCs from community hospitals
– Especially since medical resident and student education occurs in
many community hospitals

• Research provides patients access to the latest in diagnosis and
treatment
– Side benefit of clinical trials

• Treatment at AMCs is delivered by the teams making and applying
the discoveries
– Deepest knowledge, largest experience, most acute vision
– Reputational

• Implementation research emphasizing efficiencies and community
research emphasizing preventions can provide/protect hospital
income
– Pay for performance trend
– Prevention has always been cheapest mode of health care

Research Funding is Critical to
Finances and Administration of AMCs
• Research funding is the largest component of the budgets
of many SOMs
– Even state schools, i.e. University of Maryland SOM

• State support for SOMs has decreased nationwide
– State of Maryland supports only ~3% of UMSOM operating
budget

• Clinical revenues are no longer cash cows
• And research is also under great financial pressure
– Although specific research projects purport to be fully
supported by grants, AAMC found in 2016 that AMCs provide
>40% of the cost of research.
– So whose current funds should pay for research (that promises
future AMC income and clinical savings)?

Team Science Trend Includes Information
•

Biomedical science is becoming progressively more complex
– Multi-disciplinary
•

Basic, translational and clinical bucket brigades

– Multi-institutional large grants and shared resources (emphasized by most Offices of
Research)
•

Programs, Institutes, Centers
–

•

Core Labs and Resources
–
–

•

e.g. CTSAs, Cancer Centers, Program Project Grants, SPORE grants, Centers of Excellence
expensive technology, focused expertise, broad utility
e.g. Genomics, Proteomics, Flow Cytometry, Imaging, Biobanking. , Genomic Informatics, IACUC, Animal Services
(especially mice), Biosafety

Core Clinical Trials Support Units
–

e.g. IRB, Biostatistics, Regulatory (e.g. FDA IND preparation support)

– Data-intensive, communication-intensive
•
•
•
•
•

Information sciences and technology no longer optional in the most exciting biomedical research
Partnership between Research and Information components of AMCs vs separate information silos
Beyond mere secure data storage
Includes managing and analyzing data
Communication is a neglected component

Team Science Bucket Brigade Gone Wrong

A Real-Life Issue:
Inter-institutional transfer of a large file
• I was asked to provide my slideshow to attendees of a scientific meeting at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) where I’d spoken
• I had had excellent recent experience using a commercial application, available
via our institutional website, to transfer large files (exceeding email attachment
limits) to recipients within our institution
• However, the NIST recipient, an engineer, could not gain access to the file that I
sent him via this application
• It took >2 weeks and >>30 emails, including with our VP for IT, to find the gliche
involving the instructions to external recipients and the tools available to them
– IT repeatedly blew us off, requiring me to repeatedly go back to the VP (who owed
me a favor) and the NIST investigator to persist in helping to solve this (also as a
favor to me)
– It would have been far quicker to use a very well known (but less secure?)
commercial software
– Eventually, IT thanked us
– And I thanked IT, because I like having this application fully functional for our
Institution

Some Partnership!?

Issue Example #2:
Development of regulatory software
• Software development to document and manage
faculty conflicts of interest
– Managing financial COIs is key to reducing bias in
research conduct and interpretation
– IT was tasked by SOM to develop software to
document COIs and facilitate their management w/o
user (faculty) input or evaluation

• Need partnerships in development
– Neither faculty nor IT have all the needed expertise

• Extensive beta-testing and roll-out are needed
– Faculty is diverse

Some Big Changes Coming
• Personalized = Precision Medicine
• Continuously Learning Health Care Systems
• Big data
– Storage, security, management, curation, analysis,
support
– Availability of deeper expertise for consultation,
education, training

• Team science
– Partnering, collaboration, communication, handoffs,
etc.

• Diversity

